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PARGAL: A PACKAGE FO R PARALLEL GRAPH ALGORITHM S

W inston A nand-Kum ar, M.S.
W estern Michigan University, 1992
In this thesis, we have considered three graph problems namely, spanning
forest problem, connected com ponent problem and minimum cost spanning forest
problem. S tandard m ethods to solve these problems using sequential algorithm s
by various authors are presented for each problem. Efficient parallel algorithm s
for these problems have also been presented by various authors; however, m ost of
these solutions dem ands a need for large number of processors, which im mediately
increases th e cost of the hardw are and in most of the cases it seems not very
practical.
We present efficient solutions for the three problems on a hypercube parallel
com puter using p processors. We implemented our algorithm on the nCUBE-2
parallel com puter and experim entally com puted the speedup for each algorithm .
O ur experim ental results are very encouraging in general and we observe superior
results when compared to th e best known algorithms.
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CH A PTER I
INTRODUCTION
High-performance com puters are increasingly in dem and in the areas of
structural analysis, weather forecasting, fusion energy research, medical diagno
sis, artificial intelligence, m ilitary defense, general engineering and many other
scientific applications. W ithout superpower computers, many of theses challenges
to advance hum an civilization cannot be made within a reasonable period of time.
Achieving high performance depends not only on using faster and more reliable
hardw are devices but also on m ajor improvements in the processing techniques.
In other words, coming up w ith better algorithms to solve th e given problem
efficiently.
High-performance com puter are centered around th e concept of parallel
processors, th a t is, a com puter w ith many processing units, or processors, which
dem ands concurrent execution of many programs in th e computer.

Parallel-

processing com puters provide a cost-effective means to achieve high system per
formance through concurrent activities. The idea here is th a t if several operations
are performed simultaneously, then the tim e taken by a com puter can be signif
icantly reduced.

Given a problem to be solved, it is broken into a number of

subproblem s. All of these subproblems are now solved simultaneously, each on
a different processor. The results are then combined to produce an answer to
the original problem. This is a radical departure from th e model of com puta
tion adapted during the past years in building computers-namely, th e sequential
uniprocessor machine.
Parallel com puters have different architectures depending on the intercon
nection network used to connect the processors. Some of th e well known architec
tures are Linear Arrays, Meshs, Binary Trees, Butterfly networks and Hypercube
1
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networks. The binary hypercube has emerged as one of th e most popular network
architectures for parallel machines. This is mainly due to its topological properties
such as, diam eter, recursive structure, efficient message routing and broadcasting,
etc. Furtherm ore, many well-known architectures such as trees and meshes can
be sim ulated by a hypercube very efficiently.
In order to b etter understand and utilize an existing parallel processing
system , one m ust first identify the com putational needs of im portant applica
tions. Among th e several applications which we have already discussed which
needs high-performance com puting, we have chosen G raph problems. Virtually,
all areas of com puter science uses graphs to organize d ata, to model algorithms,
and its a powerful tool to represent com putational concepts. M any branches of
engineering and science rely on graphs for representing a wide variety of objects
from electrical circuits, chemical compounds, and crystals to genetical processes,
sociological structures, and economic systems. The same is true for operations
research, where graphs play a crucial role in tran sp o rtatio n and network flow
problems. It is therefore im portant for these applications to develop efficient al
gorithm s to m anipulate graphs and answer questions about them in a shorter
duration of time.
T he main objective in this thesis is to implement various existing graph
algorithm s on th e 128-processor nCUBE-2 [21] parallel processing machine for dif
ferent structure and size of graphs. These algorithms solve fundam ental problems
th a t include connected components, breadth first search, depth first search, single
source shortest paths, all pair shortest paths, traveling salesperson problem, span
ning forest, biconnected com ponents and minimum cost spanning forest. Through
our literature search we found many existing parallel algorithm s for these prob
lems and chose th e ones which are efficient in term s of tim e and space. We have
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3
im plem ented different algorithm s for the same type of problem in order to deter
mine their performance on th e NCUBE-2 and on th e R K /C E (Reactive K ernal
Cosmic Environm ent) System [28].
A fter narrowing our literature search and implementing various parallel
graph algorithm s, we came up with twenty different algorithms. We noticed th a t
it will be very hard to study these graphs algorithms w ithout having some common
interface. Hence, we build a GUI (Graphic User Interface) which would allow us
to draw our own graph and execute various parallel algorithm using our graph as
the input. We used the Xview tool kit developed for X-Window system to build
such an interface. We refer to this interface as the PARGAL (PARallel G raph
A Lgorithms) interface, details and features of PARGAL interface is presented in
C hapter II.
Unlike the uniprocessor algorithms, where the performance is typically
m easured by their time and space requirements, we measure speedup (described in
the later p art) [19] in addition to time and space in the case of a parallel algorithm .
W hen talking of space complexity in a multicomputer, we always emphasised on
the am ount of local memory each processor requires in order to solve a given
problem. This is im portant since massive parallel com puters today are built with
small am ount of local memory. We have experimentally com puted the speedup for
each algorithm on different size graphs. Studying our results we could understand
th e behavior of these algorithm s, our objective was to find out which is superior
com pared to th e other ones. We have also described our experimental results in
detail a t th e end of each chapter after presenting our algorithms. Our results are
very encouraging, which is not only viewed as a tool to find out the best algorithm s
b ut also to find out the areas where an existing algorithm could be improved in
term s of speedup and other performance measures.
O ur thesis is organized as follows. In the remaining of this chapter in Sec
tion 1.1 we present definitions and notations used in the rest of this thesis, Section
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1.2 exposes us to some of th e techniques used in our algorithm s to solve various
graph problems, Section 1.3 summarizes the previous work and Section 1.4 ends
w ith our results. We present th e PARGAL interface in C hapter II which is used
to draw different graphs and to execute various parallel algorithm. In C hapter

III, C hapter IV and C hapter V we present our algorithms to solve spanning forest
problem, m inim um cost spanning forest problem and connected component prob
lem respectively. C hapters III though V start with the general discussion of the
problem and some conventional methods to solve these problems using sequential
and parallel algorithm s. Later, we present our algorithm s, theoretical analysis for
each algorithm and we end th e chapter with the experim ental results. C hapter
VI summarizes our accomplishm ent and our vision for the future.

1.1

Definitions and N otations

A graph consists of a finite set of vertices and a finite set of edges connecting
pairs of these vertices. A graph is directed when its edges have an orientation and
thus provide a one-way connection. The notation G = (V, E ) is used to represent
a graph G whose vertex set is V and the edge set is E . We denote the number of
edges in G as m = | E | and the number of vertices in G as n —\ V |.
A m atrix representation can be used for com puter storage and m anipula
tion of a graph. Let G be a graph whose vertex set is V = {vo, Vi, • • •, v„_i}. This
graph can be uniquely represented by a n n x n adjacency m atrix, A, whose entries
aiji 0 < i , j < n — 1, are defined as follows:
aij = 1 if edge(vi, V j ) G E
aij = 0 if edge(vi,vj) £ E
An adjacency m atrix representation requires 0(n2) space for ah n-vertex
graph. W hen each edge of a graph is associated with a real number, called its
weight, th e graph is said to be weighted.

A weighted graph may be directed
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or undirected. The meaning of an edge’s weight varies from one application to
another; it may represent distance, cost, time, probability, and so on. A weighted
m atrix W can be used to represent a weighted graph.

Here, entry Wij of W

represents th e weight of edge (u,-, vj). If v, and v.j are not connected by an edge,
th e Wij may be equal to zero, or infinity or any appropriate value, depending on
th e application.
A nother possible way to represent a graph G is by using lists. The adja
cency list for a vertex v is a list of all vertices th a t are adjacent to v. Thus a
graph could be represented by n adjacency lists, one for each vertex. Notice th a t
the adjacency list representation of a graph requires 0{m + n) space while the
adjacency m atrix representation requires 0(n2) space. Hence, it is efficient to use
adjacency list representation for graphs where m < 0(n2).
A path from an origin vertex u, to a destination vertex vj in a graph
G = (V ,E ), is a sequence of edges (u,-, v,-,),

, v,-2), • • • , { v i k , V j ) from E , where

vip f viq f°r P f 5- The cost o f path is defined to be th e sum of the weights of the
edges on the path. The shortest path problem is to find for every ordered pair of
vertices (v , u ) a p ath from v to u with the smallest cost. A cycle is a p ath in which
the origin and destination are the same. In an unweighted graph, the length of a
p ath or a cycle is equal to the number of edges forming it.
A subgraph G' = (V ' , E ') of a graph G — {V ,E ) is a graph such th a t
V ' C V and E ' C E . A connected subgraph is a subgraph G' — (V ', E ') such th a t
there exists a p ath between every pair of vertices vl and vj, u,, vj 6 V ' and i f 1].
A maxim al connected subgraph is a connected subgraph G' such th a t it is not a
subgraph of any other connected subgraph of G.
If for every two vertices u and v in V , there is a path in G joining u
and u, then G is connected. Each connected maximal subgraph of G is called a
connected component C C of G. A tree is a connected undirected graph with no
cycles in it. A spanning tree of an unweighted graph G = (V, E ) is an undirected
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tree T = (V, E '), E ' C E . A spanning forest SF of G is a set of undirected trees
{(V I,Ti), (V o.Ii), • • •, (Vi, I t ) } = S F such th a t th e Vi’s form a partition of V and
each Ti is a (possibly em pty) disjoint subset of E . If G = (V, E ) is an undirected
weighted graph with costs on the edges. The problem of constructing a spanning
forest SF with the least possible to tal cost is viewed as th e m inim um cost spanning
forest problem, we refer to th is problem as M CSFP and the spanning forest thus
generated as MCSF.
Let T = (V7, E ') be a directed graph, T is said to have a root r, if r € V '
and every vertex v £ V ' is reachable from r via a directed path. If the underlying
undirected graph of T is a tree, then T is a directed tree.

If, moreover, the

underlying graph of T is a subgraph of a connected undirected graph G = (V, E )
and V ' = V , then T is a directed spanning tree in G. A directed forest is a graph
whose connected com ponents are directed trees. If T is a directed forest such
th a t each directed tree in T is a directed spanning tree of a component of au
undirected graph G and vice versa, then T is called a directed spanning forest
of G. If the edges of T are all reversed, the resulting graph is called an inverted
spanning forest of G. Inverted spanning tree, inverted tree, inverted forest, etc.
are defined similarly.

1.1.1 Models of Parallel C om putation
Let us consider the random access machine (RAM) model for sequential
com puting before we present th e parallel com putation models. A RAM consists
of a read-only input tape, a write-only output tape, a program, and a memory.
T he input tape consists of sequence of squares, where each square holds a posi
tive integer or a negative integer. The tape head moves one square to the right
whenever a read operation is performed. Similarly, when a write instruction is
performed, an integer is printed on the write-only tap e and the tap e head moves
one square to right.
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T he memory of RAM consists of a sequence of registers, ro, r\, • • •, r^, w ith
out having any upper bound for th e number of registers. Each register is capable of
holding an integer of arb itrary size. The program has various instructions such as
arithm etic instruction, in p ut-output instruction, indirect addressing and branch
ing instruction. The program is not stored in the RA M ’s memory and hence, we
assume th a t the RAM cannot modify or change the program. All the com putation
takes place in a special register called the accumulator which is similar to other
registers which can hold an arbitrary integer.
One of the popular model of a parallel com puter is a Parallel Random Ac
cess M achine (PRAM ) model [19] which is a generalization of RAM model. There
are different types of PRAM s, however, they all have multiple independent proces
sors and a single shared memory. An A -processor PRAM consist of A processors
P i, P2 , • • •, Pjv and a global shared memory as shown in Figure 1, each processor
also has very small (usually constant) am ount of memory. In an exclusive-read,
exclusive-write (EREW ) PRA M , th e memory accesses of the A processors are
constrained so th a t at most one processor can read from or write to any location
in the shared memory at each time. In a concurrent-read, exclusive-write (CREW )
PRA M , multiple processors are allowed to read from the same location in shared
memory a t the same time, but only one processor can write to any location during
a given time. In a concurrent-write (CW ) PRAM , multiple processors can w rite
to single location in shared memory at the same time. Furtherm ore, P R A M ’s
could be classified into SIMD (Single Instruction Stream, M ultiple D ata Stream )
model and MIMD (M ultiple Instruction Stream, M ultiple D ata Stream) model.
PRA M models which execute same instruction sequence

011

every processor, with

each instruction potentially affecting many d ata items simultaneously, falls into
the SIMD model and PRAM models which execute multiple instruction sequence
which affects many d a ta item s simultaneously, falls into MIMD model.
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global
shared memory

Figure 1. PRAM W ith Shared-Memory.

PRAM model is very attractive from a theoretical point of view, since a
global shared memory is used. In practice, a global shared memory is an abstrac
tion th at is not easy to im plem ent through hardware. This fact introduced differ
ent int erconnected network architecture for m ulticom puters, some of the dominant
architectures are hypercubes, trees, arrays and meshes. In these architecture, the
global shared memory is distributed in equal-size blocks am ong the processors in
the network, called local memory.
If a processor needs to access a desired location in th e global memory, it
needs to send a request to th e other processor which has access to th at memory. A
processor responds to a request from other processor and the desired information
is sent.

From the program m ing stand point, inter-processor communication is

accomplished by using calls such as “send” and “receive” . A processor could send
inform ation to another processor by giving the destination address and th e data
which needs to be sent to th e other processor. The incoming d ata to a processor
is stored in its input buffer. A processor could check its input buffer at regular
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interval using “receive” call and process a request or it can use a call such as “receivb” which would wait until it receives some inform ation form other processors.
Inform ation is transferred from one processor to another processor in the form of
packets through the network, usually the packet-routing is accomplished by some
packet-routing algorithms.
Binary hypercube has emerged to be one of th e most popular network
architecture due to its topological properties, similar structure and efficient mes
sage routing and broadcasting, we have implemented most of our work on the
NCUBE-2 which has this architecture. Hence, in the remaining part of this th e
sis a m ulticom puter will refer to an NCUBE-2 with a network architecture of an
hypercube. Here in this section we have defined a binary hypercube and other
network architecture for the benefit of the reader.
A d-dimensional hypercube Qd is defined as Q,t = K 2 X Q d - 1 , where K 2 is
the complete graph on two nodes, Qo is a trivial graph with one node and ’x ’ is th e
cross product operation

011

two graphs [12], Each node of th e hypercube can be

uniquely represented by a string of { 0 ,1}'(. Such a representation is called address
of the node. Let uj-iU d - 2 • • • u o be the address of a node i and let Wd-iWd- 2 ■■■wo
be the address of a node j then the hamming distance between two nodes i and
j is given by h a m (i,j) =

® wm)> where © denotes the exclusive-OR

function. Hence, two nodes in Qd are connected if and only if their hamming
distance is 1. Thus, every node in Qd is connected to d other nodes, one in each
dimension, which are called its buddies. For example if we look at a 3-dimension
hypercube shown in Figure 5, we notice th a t each processor is connected to 3
other processors, thus processor 0’s buddy are 1,2 and 4. Further more, processor
1 is processor 0’s buddy in dimension 1, processor 2 is the buddy in dimension 2
and processor 4 is the buddy in dimension 3.
A mesh network M vlXll with mn-processors has m rows and n columns
arranged into a 2-dimensional lattice. An N x N mesh of trees is constructed
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from an N x N grid of processors by adding processors and wires to form a
complete binary tree in each row and each column.
The R K /C E (Reactive K ernal Cosmic Environment) System simulates a
hypercube m ulticom puter by using N computers (typically workstations), where
each com puter is referred as an independent processor.

Each processor (com

puter) executes instructions concurrently and coordinates its activities with other
processors by sending and receiving messages. R K /C E system uses a distributed
memory system, th e memory at each processor is physically separate from other
processors and is called th e local memory. All the independent com puters are
assumed to be connected through a local area network (LAN), which allows mes
sages to be passed between th e computers. The advantage of using R K /C E system
is th a t parallel algorithm s can be developed and tested w ithout having a parallel
com puter. For more details we refer th e reader to [28].
In order to determ ine th e effectiveness with which th e m ulticom puter pro
cessors are being used, we have to measure the quantity speedup Sp in addition
to the tim e and space complexity of a regular sequential algorithm. Speedup, Sp
using p processors is given by Sp = |°-, where to is the tim e required to solve the
given problem on a single processor using the best sequential algorithm and tp
is the tim e of a parallel algorithm to solve the same problem using p processors.
Speedup is a quantity which measures the performance of an algorithm when it
runs using more than one processor. Ideally if an algorithm takes tp tim e to run
using p processors, the same algorithm should take only '-f tim e to run using 2 x p
processors since we have twice as many processors, however, this is not achieved
in practice, in general.
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1.2

Preliminaries

In this section we will be presenting some techniques namely Union and
Find, which is used as a backbone for most of our algorithm s and the hypercube
collapsing technique which is used to communicate between different processors
of th e hypercube parallel com puter in all of our algorithms.
1.2.1 Union and Find
In all of our algorithm s disjoint Union and Find with path compression
technique [1] is extensively used during th e process of merging two spanning forests
or to build a minimum cost spanning tree. This technique helped us in enhancing
th e speedup of our parallel algorithm s by preserving the local spanning forests
(discussed in C hapter III) build a t each step.
Union and Find are two of the basic operations on a s e t, where Union(5x,<S2)
replaces set S i by S i U S 2 assum ing th a t S i and S 2 are disjoint. Find(a), prints
or returns th e name of the set of which a is currently a member, assuming th a t a
occurs in exactly one set.
We formally present algorithm Union and Find in Figure 2 and Figure 3,
respectively. Let ax, a2, • • •, a„ be n elements. Initially a,- belongs to set Si, 1 <
i < n. We use trees to represent sets. A set Si is represented by tree Tx such
th a t set S i is identified by the root rx of the tree T i. Each tree has a set of nodes
which basically represent th e elements in th e set and each node has a parent which
points to another node. The root of the tree is the topm ost node in the tree and
th e parent of the root points to 0. Union of two sets S \ and S 2 is accomplished
by simply merging the smaller set into larger set (i.e., change th e parent pointer
of the root of the smaller se t’s tree to point to the root of th e larger set’s tree).
It is easy to see th a t Union thus takes 0 (1 ) time.
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A lg o r ith m Union
I n p u t : Sets Si, So
(* Sets Si & S 2 are represented
as trees 7i & To and identified
by their roots r x & To *)
O u tp u t: Set Si = Si U S 2
(* i.e., a new tree T = T \ U To, *)
if | T i |< | To | th e n

ri.parent

<—

ri

else
r<i.parent <— ri
e n d Union;

Figure 2. Algorithm UNION.
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A lg o r ith m Find
I n p u t: Sets S and element a
O u tp u t: Set name s n
u <— a;
w h ile u.parent

0 do

u <— u .parent;
e n d w h ile
root <— u;
(* root is the set name where
element a belongs *)
Let P be the path from a to root
fo r every node v G P do
u.parent <— root
(* perform path compression *)
e n d fo r
return root;
e n d Find,

Figure 3. Algorithm FIND.
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A lg o r ith m Hypercube-Collapsing
(* for every processor *)
b e g in
fo r i <— 1 to lo g p do
if the i"1 bit of P E j is 0 th e n

Step 1:

receive d ata from its buddy iu the iik dimension;
if the iik bit of P E .j is 1 th e n

Step 2:

send d a ta to its buddy in the i th dimension;
en d fo r
e n d Hypercube.Collapsing

Figure 4. H ypercube Collapsing Technique for Processor j of a Hypercube.

In order to find the set to which an element a belongs, we simply traverse
the p ath from a to the root and find the set name at the root. In addition we
perform p ath compression, i.e., we now change the parent pointer of all the nodes
th a t lie on the p ath from a to the root to point to the root. It is not hard to see
th a t Find takes O (logn) time if n nodes are in th e tree. However, for a sequence
of O (n) Unions and Find the tim e taken is 0 ( n a (n )) where a (n) is defined to be
smallest integer k such th a t A ( k ) > n and A is defined as;
A(0) = 1,
A (i) = 2/1(l~1), for i > 0
The function a (n ) grows extremely slowly. In fact, a (n ) < 5 for all “prac
tical” values of n, i.e., for all n < 2GD53C.
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1.2.2 H ypercube Collapsing
Let us consider the hypercube collapsing technique which is repeatedly used
in the rest of this thesis. Essentially speaking, hypercube collapsing technique is
th e communication path used to communicate d a ta between processors in the
hypercube parallel com puter. T he basic structure used for communication in our
algorithm s is given in Figure 4.
At each stage of this algorithm , a hypercube with dimension d is reduced
to dimension d — 1. Thus, for a hypercube with p processors, it takes logp steps to
compress the hypercube to its 0th dimension (a single processor). As mentioned
earlier, in the case of a parallel com puter a larger task is divided into smaller tasks
and solved independently a t th e same time using number of processors and the
final solution is obtained by merging all the solutions form different processors.
In the case of the hypercube com puter, we initially distribute the tasks equally to
all the processors. Each processor solves the given problem independently using
th e inform ation in its local memory.
Once all the processors complete solving th e given task they send or re
ceive d a ta based on the com m unication structure given in hypercube collapsing
algorithm . There are logp stages in the algorithm. In stage i, every processor
w ith ith bit 0 receives d a ta from its buddy in the itU dimension. Note th a t the
buddy in the ith dimension has i th bit as 1. For example, in a 3-dimeusion hy
percube, each processor is im m ediately connected to 3 other processors, thus we
say each processor has 3 buddies one in dimension 1, another in dimension 2 and
yet another in dimension 3. In Step 2, we notice processor P E j sends d a ta to its
buddy if its ith bit is 1. T hus, at each step, half of the hypercube processors are
sending d ata to the other half. Once a processor sends d ata to another processor
it remains as a dorm ant processor.
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4

0

(a)

ft
i*
(b)

(c)

Figure 5. H ypercube Collapsing Using 3-Dimension Hypercube.
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In order to understand th e above algorithm clearly, we have shown all the
hypercube collapsing stages using a 3-dimension (p — 8 ) liypercube in Figure 5.
Initially, we have all th e

8

processors active in Figure 5.a. In Stage 1 processor

1 sends d a ta to processor 0, processor 3 sends d a ta to processor 2 and so on as
shown in th e figure. The resulting 2-dimension hypercube is shown in Figure 5.b,
where we see only the rem aining 4 processors, since the other 4 processors are
no longer active once they have sent their results. In the next stage processor 2
and

6

sends d a ta to processor 0 and 4, respectively, reducing the hypercube from

2-dimension to 1-dimension. Thus we can notice th a t at each stage the dimension
of the hypercube is reducing by one. Finally, in Stage 3, processor 4 sends d ata
to processor 0. Thus, a t each step the results are merged and the final result is
obtained in processor

0

of th e hypercube.

1.3

Previous Work

Efficient solutions for various graph problems using sequential algorithm s
were presented by various authors [1, 9, 16, 24, 31]. There are various sequential
algorithm s th a t exist to finds solutions for graph problems such as minimum
cost spanning forest, connected components and spanning forest. Some of the
popular m ethods to find solutions for minimum cost spanning forest is by using
Sollin’s m ethod [31], P rim ’s m ethod [24], Kruskaks m ethod [16] and D ijkstra’s
m ethod [9]. Similar techniques could be used to find solution for spanning forest
problem and connected com ponent problem, some of the standard m ethods are
by using breadth first search and depth first search [1 ],
Parallel algorithm s for the above mentioned problems were presented by
various authors [2, 4, 14, 20, 22, 27, 29, 34] and an extensive study of various
parallel algorithm s are presented in [19, 3]. Parallel algorithm s to solve spanning
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forest problems were presented using breadth first search technique, vertex col
lapse technique, etc. Chin has proposed an 0 (lo g 2 n) tim e algorithm on a SIMD
using

processors [33]. Dekel, Nassimi, and Sahni have developed an 0 (lo g 2 n)

tim e hypercube algorithm using

processors [7].

A good deal of work has been reported on parallel algorithm s to find
the connected com ponents of undirected graphs. These algorithms are based on
b readth first search, transitive closure and vertex collapse. Ilischberg has pro
posed an 0 (lo g 2 n) tim e algorithm using vertex collapse technique on a SIMD
PRA M w ith shared memory and concurrent read using n 2 processors [13]. Savage
and J a ’ J a ’ have proposed an 0 (lo g 2 n) time algorithm using vertex collapse on a
SIMD PRA M w ith shared memory and concurrent read using m + n log n proces
sors [29]. K ucera has proposed an algorithm using transitive closure on a SIMD
PRA M w ith shared memory and concurrent read and write using n 4 processors,
which takes O (logn) time [17], In addition to these algorithms various authors
have presented algorithm s using vertex collapse and other technique'w hich are
described in [6 ,

1 1 , 2 0 , 2 2 ].

Parallel algorithm s to find minimum spanning tree of a weighted, con
nected, undirected graphs have focused on three classical sequential algorithm s
nam ely Sollin’s m ethod [31], P rim ’s m ethod [24], K ruskal’s method [16] and Dijk s tra ’s m ethod [9]. Sollin’s algorithms is the best candidate, which could be
parallelized very easily. Various parallel algorithms have been presented using
Sollin’s m ethod [8 , 11,

22,

29, 34], Kucera has presented a O (logm ) tim e al

gorithm using K ruskal’s m ethod on a SIMD PRAM w ith shared memory and
concurrent read and write using m n 4 processors [17]. Yoo has presented an 0 ( m )
tim e algorithm using K ruskal’s m ethod on a MIMD tightly coupled PRAM using
0 ( m ) processors [35].
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1.4

Results

We im plem ented various parallel algorithms for some of th e above men
tioned problems and chose th e ones which are efficient in term s of tim e and
speedup Sj,.

We found W oo’s and Salmi’s algorithm very interesting because

they were designed to run on an hypercube parallel com puter using p processors.
Their algorithm gave good speedup and does not require huge number of proces
sors in order to solve the problem efficiently. We found th a t their algorithm works
good for dense graphs, we improved their algorithm to solve connected compo
nent problem and spanning forest problem. O ur algorithm gives good speedup for
all th e graphs ranging from sparse to dense. We have also presented an efficient
algorithm to solve minimum cost spanning tree. At the end of each chapter, we
have presented our experim ental results.
In general speedup is one of the measuring quantity in addition to tim e
and space which measures th e efficiency of a parallel algorithm when it runs using
more th a n one processor.

For each algorithm presented we have theoretically

com puted the speedup and analyzed the speedup relation by varying the number
of edges m and th e number of vertices n. The behavior of th e speedup 1for all the
three algorithm s were very much similar when n = m and when 0 ( n 2) > m > n.
In general we observed when n — m (sparse graphs) the speedup does
not increase significantly as we increase p the number of processors. However,
for minimum cost spanning forest problem, we observed th a t if the value of m is
considerably larger th an p, th e speedup does increase, irrespective of w hether the
graph is sparse or dense. W hen m > > n, we notice the speedup increasing if the
num ber of edges m is considerably larger th an p. If m < p we do not observe
any speedup due to processor starvation. This is because th e work load

edges)

a t each processor is very less. However, for all the three problems, we noticed a
significant increase in the speedup by keeping the number of processors constant
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and increasing th e number of edges, in other words by increasing th e work load
a t each processor.
We used graphs of size 25 vertices to 700 vertices as the input for our
algorithm s, each graph ranges from sparse to dense by varying the number of edges
randomly. All the algorithm s were tested using same graphs and under similar
conditions on the NCUBE-2 parallel computer. We consider only the com putation
tim e of each algorithms in order to calculate speedup, since communication tim e
is same for all the problems.
The results obtained using our algorithm are very encouraging. We attain
a maximum speedup of 83 using 128 processors to solve connected component
and spanning forest problem for input graph size of 700 vertices and 242180 edges
while W oo’s and Salmi’s algorithm gives a speedup of 26 for the same set of condi
tions. Notices, we get similar speedup for spanning forest problem and connected
com ponent problem because th e structure of both the algorithm s are th e same.
We get a maximum speedup of 32 for minimum cost spanning forest problem
for the graphs with 700 vertices and 242180 edges using 128 processor. We are
encouraged by the speedup achieved using our minimum cost spanning forest al
gorithm , since this algorithm s could be very easily adapted to solve single source
shortest path problems.
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C H A PTE R II
PA R G A LIN TER FA C E
As a p art of our work we had developed several algorithms on both the
R K /C E (R eactive Kernal Cosmic Environment) System [28] and on the nCUBE2 [21]. We felt th a t it should be easy for the user to access these programs and also
make it interactive so th a t th e users can draw their own graphs and see the results
on the screen graphically. Hence, we built a graphic interface on the SUN system
using Xview tool kit developed for XWindows. Currently PARGAL is running on
the Sun SPARC 1+ station using R K /C E system, the NCUBE version of PARGAL
will be installed once we have the required file systems on th e NCUBE. Here, in
this section we will describe the different feat ure of this interface and how to use
this w ith ease in order to get work done efficiently.
Since user-friendly is a very commonly used word these days, we have also
tried to make this package as friendly as possible. We have two screens in th e
main window, one for drawing the input graph for the program and th e other for
displaying th e messages for th e user. The messages continuously inform th e user
of the status.
The package has five m ain menus, namely File menu, Miscellaneous menu,
D raw G raph menu, M ain Algorithms menu and User Algorithms menu. Under
each menu title we have different options th a t will be discussed in detail later.
O ther th an these menu buttons, we have a File Name bar which displays the
current file, th e default nam e displayed is GRAPII1. The user can change this
nam e in order to open a new graph file or to store th e current graph file w ith a
different name. We also have a scroll bar to specify the dimension of th e hypercube
required to run an algorithm . The default value for the scroll bar is O-dimension

21
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(one processor), the value iu th e scroll bar ranges from 0 to 7, however, currently
we can use only a maximum of 3-dimension hypercube to run an algorithm on RK
system since our installation of RK system allows a maximum

8 -processors

ghost

cube.
T here are two choice bars for selecting the operations for th e vertex and
edge in a graph. Under vertex, we have options to add a new vertex or delete an
existing vertex, in th e case of an edge, we have options to add an edge, delete an
edge or change weight of an edge. W hen using the package, we are required to
use only th e left and middle mouse buttons. The left mouse b u tton is exclusively
designed to m anipulate any thing to do with the vertex and the middle mouse
b u tto n is designed to m anipulate th e edges. This will reduce the work of switching
continuously between th e choice bar and the graph screen.

2.1

File

This menu is mainly useful for m anipulating files. Under this menu, we
have options to open a file, save a file, save a file with a new name and to quit
th e program. We can see th e nam e of the current active file on th e File bar which
appears on th e top right corner of the window. W hen we select open or save
option in the file menu, the programs gets the file name from the file bar. If we
w ant to open a different file we should change th e nam e on th e File bar by clicking
th e left mouse button once on the File bar and then sta rt typing the new name.
If we want to save the file w ith a new nam e we can select the “Save As” option,
which will pop up a window asking for a new file name.

2.2

Miscellaneous

We have three options in this menu, namely, “Clear Screen,” “Redraw
G raph,” “Redraw R esult.”

“Clear Screen” option is used to clear the current
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graph which appears on th e canvas, “Redraw G raph” option is like refreshing,
when deleting some vertices or edges and if we notice th a t the graph is not clear,
we can use this option to redraw the graph. “Redraw R esult” option is useful
when we want to toggle between the original graph and th e result obtained using
a particular algorithm . This option will always draw the result of th e last executed
algorithm .

2.3

S tandard Graphs

This menu is useful if we want to draw some standard graphs such as
random graphs, complete graphs, complete B ipartite graphs, circuit, star, wheel
and binary trees. W hen one of these options is chosen, one sees a window pop up
asking for the num ber of vertices in the graph. A maximum of 30 vertices can be
specified (for a clean and clear drawing on the canvas) and we have th e option to
continue generating this graph or to cancel the operation.

2.4

Graph Algorithms

This is th e main part of this package, under this we have a list of graph
algorithm s which can be run on the graph we have created or input from a file.
Some of the algorithm s are Minimum Cost Spanning Tree, D epth First Spanning
Tree, B reath First Spanning Tree, Connected Component, Bi-Connected Com
ponents, Shortest P ath Problem s, Traveling Sales Person Problem , etc., we will
continue to add more algorithm s as they become available. We may also notice
th e same type of algorithm appearing more than once, in such a case, we have
also mentioned the technique used to build th a t algorithm, some techniques may
be faster th an other and in some we might not be able to notice the change. Once
we have started an algorithm it might take a while to run th e algorithms, as they
are not p art of the main package, it has to run a sub-shell in order to execute the
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algorithm . Once the algorithm finishes, the new result will be displayed on the
screen. If we want to see th e original graph again we can go to th e “Miscellaneous”
menu and redraw th e original graph.

2.5

User Algorithms

T he idea of this option is to give more flexibility to th e user, th e user can
develop his own parallel algorithm s and add it to the procedure by giving its
location in th e user-file. In order to use this option the user must be aware of the
input and ou tp u t form at used in this package. The user’s program should read
from our input and it should produce a compatible ou tp u t so th a t our package
can read the result and display it graphically. Currently, we are supporting three
users algorithm , which can be changed if need arises.

2.6

Input and O utput

T he input form at for m ost of our algorithms such as connected components,
spanning forest, minimum cost spanning tree, breadth first search, bi-connected
com ponents are the same. T h e first line of the input file starts with an integer, the
num ber of vertices n in each graph, following th a t we have n x n integers, where
each integer represents the weight of an edges, two vertices are not connected if
the weight of the edges between them is zero. For problems such as single source
shortest path we have the source vertex in the last line following th e n x n integers
in addition to the above form at. Thus, a user needs to be aware of this format if
they are going to develop parallel algorithms as part of the “User Algorithms” in
the future.
PARGAL interface expects a standard output form at so th a t the interface
could read th e output and display the results graphically on the screen.

For

problems such as connected component depth first search, breadth first search and
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bi-connected com ponent th e output file should start w ith the number of vertices
n in th e graph, which is immediately followed by n lines, each line containing two
integers. The first integer is th e vertex number and second integer could be the
order num ber in which it was searched in the case of searching algorithm s, or the
connected component num ber to which a vertex belongs in th e case of connected
com ponents algorithm or a positive
node or negative

1

1

to indicate th a t the node is an articulation

otherwise in the case of bi-connected component algorithms.

In th e case of spanning forest algorithm and minimum cost spanning forest
algorithm , the output form at is the same as its input format. For single source
shortest path problem, we have n — 1 lines, each starts with the source vertex then
the destination vertex, th e minimum cost to reach the destination and followed
by this we have the p ath continuing till the end of line. For all pairs shortest path
problem we have n x n lines w ith each line having the same format as described
for single source shortest p ath problem.
T he name of the input file created by the interface in the area where it
was installed is PARGAL.IN and the output file is PARGAL.OUT. Hence, the
user should read the input file PARGAL.IN in their program and write the result
to file PARGAL.OUT which would be read by the interface for th e purpose of
displaying the results.
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C H A PTE R III
SPANNING FO REST
A spanning tree of an unweighted graph G = (V, E ) is an undirected tree
S T = {V ,T ). A spanning forest SF of G is a set of undirected trees {(V i,Ti),
(V2, T2 ), • • •, (14, T/,)} = S F such th a t the Vi’s form a partition of V and each Ti
is a (possibly em pty) disjoint subset of E . Furtherm ore, there does not exist an
edge in E which connects a vertex u E Vi and v E Vj for some i

j.

Given

a graph G, one of the im portant problem in graph theory is to efficiently find
the spanning forest S F , we will refer to this problem as SFP. There exist several
sequential [1] and parallel [7, 33, 34] algorithm s to find a solution for the SFP.
Before considering th e parallel algorithms for solving SFP, let us briefly go
over a simple but efficient sequential algorithm to find spanning forest S F using
depth first search [1]. This algorithm will be referred as th e DFS spanning forest
algorithm . Initially, all th e vertices in V are marked “new” and th e spanning
forest is empty, then the algorithm shown in Figure

6

is executed. We s ta rt with

any vertex v E V and m ark it “old.” We next pick an adjacent vertex u of v
which is originally marked “new” and add the edge (v ,u ) E E to the spanning
forest S F . Next, we start th e search from u until all th e remaining vertices, th a t
have a p ath from u, have been marked “old.” We again sta rt the search from a
vertex which is marked “new” and repeat the process.
It is easy to see th a t th e DFS spanning forest algorithm takes 0 ( n + to)
tim e since every edge is considered a constant number of times and has a space
complexity of 0 ( n + m) if we use an adjacency list representation for G. There
also exist similar algorithm s to solve SFP sequentially using breadth first search
and the resulting spanning forested is called as the breadth first spanning forest.

26
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P r o c e d u r e D F S (v )
I n p u t: Graph G(V, E )
O u tp u t: Spanning forest S F (V ,T )
m ark v “old”
fo r each vertex u adjacent to v id o
if u is marked “new” th e n
add (v , u) to S F \
DFS (u)
e n d if
e n d fo r
end D F S

Figure

6

. DFS Spanning Forest Algorithm.
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Let us now consider some of th e parallel algorithm s for SFP which have
been developed for various parallel com putation models. An 0 ( log 2 n) tim e al
gorithm using

processors

011

a CREW -PRAM was presented by Tsin and

Chin [33]. The authors first find an inverted spanning forest from which a spanning
forest is generated. Their algorithm finds a number of 1-tree-loop’s [14], which
is a directed graph whose vertices are called the supervertices (a supervertex is a
vertex in G of a 1 -tree-loop). These directed edges of l-tree-loop’s contribute to
the spanning forest, where th e directions are ignored by the algorithm.
Dekel, Nassimi, and Salmi have developed an 0 (lo g 2 n ) tim e algorithm to
find a spanning forest of an n vertex graph [7] using n 3/ log n processors

011

an

MIMD hypercube parallel com puter. This algorithm was improved by Woo and
Sahni for p processors [32]. We refer to this algorithm as the WS algorithm . WS
algorithm partitions the adjacency m atrix of the graph G in various ways and
distribute these partitions am ong the processors of the hypercube. The algorithm
use a depth first search or a breadth first search to find the local spanning forest
in each hypercube processor, which is later merged to give th e complete spanning
forest. To th e best of our knowledge, WS algorithm is the fastest existing parallel
algorithm .
We studied WS algorithm and discovered ways to improve the existing
algorithm to give superior results in term s of speedup for sparse graphs. In the
next section we will describe our algorithm. The performance of both of these
algorithm s is presented in the experimental results section.

3.1

An Efficient Ilypercube Algorithm for SFP

In this section we first present WS algorithm and then our algorithm with
com parison to theirs. We im plem ented both of these algorithm s

011

an nCU BE II
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com puter w ith 128 processors Our algorithm exhibits a much b etter speedup for
auy graph ranging from partially sparse to dense graphs.
WS algorithm assumes a dense graph and an adjacency m atrix representa
tion. Each hypercube processor begins w ith a partition of th e adjacency m atrix of
G. There are two main stages in the algorithm. During th e first stage it computes
a local spanning forest using algorithm shown in Figure

6

under th e assum ption

th a t th e graph has only those edges th a t are in its partition. Note th a t the local
spanning forest has at most n — 1 edges. Once the spanning forest is com puted
at each processor of the hypercube, the results are sent to other hypercube pro
cessors using th e hypercube collapsing technique as discussed in Section 1.2.2. A
hypercube processor will no longer be active once it has sent the result to another
processor.
In th e second stage of th e algorithm, using th e hypercube collapsing tech
nique th e edges of the spanning forest computed during stage one are sent from
one half of the hypercube processors to the other half of th e hypercube processors.
In particular, let yq and p 2 be two processors which have spanning forests S F i
and S F 2 , respectively and yq communicates with yq during hypercube collapsing.
Processor P2 sends n — 1 edges of spanning forest S F 2 to processor p i. Then, the
new n —1 edges are merged using various techniques such as Union and Find and
equivalence class algorithm s [1, 15] with the n — 1 edges of the original spanning
forest S F i generated by pi during the first stage. This process is continued un
til we obtain the final result (i.e., the spanning forest S F ) in processor 0 of the
hypercube. Hence, th e spanning forest S F is com puted in logy? steps, where p is
th e num ber of processors.
WS algorithm exhibits good performance with respect to speedup for dense
graphs. However, if we have sparse graphs, then the WS algorithm uses more
space a t every processor of the hypercube. Recall th a t adjacency m atrix of G
gets divided into p partitions and thus 0(n2/p ) space is needed at every processor.
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Their algorithm does not clearly state whether they are reusing th e spanning
forest S F i in p i (explained in the previous paragraph) during merging process of
S F i and S F 2 . In our algorithm we simply represent G as an adjacency list and
the edges are represented by a list {(«,-, V;) | («,-,

E E }. Instead of partitioning

the adjacency m atrix, we divide the list of edges equally into partitions and send
a partition to a processor. This requires 0 ( j ) space at every processor. Thus for
dense graphs (for, graphs having 0 ( n 2) edges), our algorithm uses same space as
th e one in WS algorithm. B ut, for sparse graphs our algorithm uses less space.
N ote th a t in existing massively parallel machines, such as nCUBE and iPSc’s,
every processor has only small am ount of memory.
In our algorithm we use Union and Find with path compression technique
[1] (we refer to this technique as the U FT P) to m aintain spanning forest during
th e various steps. This helps us to retain the original spanning forest generated
a t each step by adding the new edges to the existing spanning forest rath er than
generating spanning forest from scratch during every step. We pick a; new edge
which was received from other processor and check to see w hether it forms a cycle
in th e existing spanning forest using UFTP. The new edge is added to th e spanning
forest if it does not create a cycle in th e spanning forest else it is discarded.
We present an outline of our algorithm for SFP in Figure 7. Initially the
edges in the graph G are equally distributed among th e hypercube processors,
i.e., each processor receives a t most

edges. We notice from Figure 7 th a t two

m ethods are used to generate the spanning forest, one shown in Step
other in Step 3. The details for Step 3 are shown in Figure

8

1

and the

.

Similar to WS algorithm , each processor of th e hypercube com putes a
spanning forest using DFS spanning forest algorithm in Step

1

assuming th a t the

only edges th a t exist in G are th e ones in its partition. The edges of th e resulting
spanning forest a t each processor are sent to other processor using hypercube
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A lg o r ith m Parallel-SpanningJForest
I n p u t: G raph G { V , E )
O u tp u t: Spanning forest S F
Step 1: Ilypercube processor P E j receives a list of
edges E j - { ( m ,V i ) |
(*

e E}

E.j C B; | Ej |= f ? l * )

Step 2: Processor P E j com putes a local
spanning forest based on the information in its
list E j using D FS spanning forest algorithm,
fo r i <— 1 to lo g p d o
Step 3:

(* use hypercube collapsing technique
to send or receive edges *•)
(a) if th e ilU bit of P E j is 0 th e n
receive edges from its buddy in the i 1'1 dimension;
(b) if the itl1 bit of P E j is 1 th e n
send edges to its buddy in the ith dimension;

Step 4:

if the ith bit of P E j is 0 th e n merge the
local spanning forest using the Union and Find
technique w ith the new edges received from other
hypercube processor,
e n d fo r

e n d ParalleLSpanningJForest
(* Spanning Forest SF is obtained at processor 0
o f the liypercube *)

Figure 7. Parallel Spanning Forest Algorithm.
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A lg o r ith m Spanning.Forest using Union and Find
I n p u t: G raph G = (V, E )
O u tp u t: Spanning forest S F = (V, T )
fo r each new edge (u , v ) received d o
su <— Find{u)\
(* su is the set nam e o f the set S u containing u *)
sv <— F ind{v)\
(* sv is the set nam e o f the set S v containing v
if su ^ sv th e n
U n io n (u, v );
add edge (u , v ) to the spanning forest edges;
en d if;
e n d fo r;
e n d Spanning.Forest using Union and Find;

Figure

8

. Spanning Forest Algorithm Using Union and Find.
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collapsing technique. We then use the U FT P logp times, to find th e spanning
forest as shown in Step 3 of th e main algorithm.
For each processor, in the Union and Find algorithm , the “for” loop is
executed for all th e edges th a t are received. Let (u, v) be an edge received. We
have su and s.„ to be th e set names the sets containing vertices u and v, respectively.
Once we find s u and sv, we check to see whether they are same, i.e., vertices u
and v belong to the same set. Edge (u, v) will be added to the spanning forest if
su 7 ^ sv and th e two sets corresponding to s.u and sv are merged together using
Union. An edge is not added to the spanning forest if it belongs to th e same set,
since adding th a t edge will create a cycle.
We keep adding the new edges to the existing spanning forest as long as
there are no cycles. This helps us eliminate the tim e taken to merge the two results
and not to forget, we do not have to start building the spanning forest from the
scratch. Hence, we use the depth first search strategy to build th e spanning forest
once and we keep adding th e new edges using the Union and Find strategy later.

3.2

Theoretical Analysis

As mentioned earlier in the Section

1 .1 .1 ,

speedup of a p processor algo

rithm is th e ratio of the tim e taken by the fastest uniprocessor algorithm to to
th e tim e tv taken a parallel algorithm using p processors. In order to theoreti
cally com pute the speedup achieved by our algorithm , we will first com pute th e
tim e taken by th e uniprocessor algorithm , in our case it is the time taken by the
DFS spanning forest algorithm . Later, we com pute the time taken for th e parallel
algorithm and find the ratio between them.
In order to effectively com pute the to tal time taken by a parallel algorithm ,
we need to com pute the communication tim e in addition to th e com putation time.
Since communication is a problem by itself, we first consider th e com putation tim e
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in order to calculate th e speedup. We then analyze the communication time, which
will give th e to tal tim e taken by th e parallel algorithm in conjunction w ith th e
com putational time.
Let G = (V, E ) be th e given graph with n vertices and m edges, th e
best tim ing known for any uniprocessor algorithm using depth first search to find
spanning forest is 0 ( n + m ). In the case of a p processor parallel algorithm , we
go through logp steps in order to com pute the spanning forest, We next com pute
the tim e taken at each such step.
T he first step our algorithm uses the depth first strategy to find the span
ning forest. At this step, all th e processors com pute the spanning forest in parallel,
but each processor has at m ost f ^ ] edges instead of m edges as in th e case of
a uniprocessor algorithm . Hence the time taken in the first step is 0 ( n

4

- ^ ).

During th e second step, only half the processors are active and we are also using
th e Union and Find strategy to find the spanning forest from here on.
T he spanning forest com puted by all the processors during step one will
not have more than n — 1 edges. Hence, the other processors will not receive more
th an n — 1 edges. For each edge received, we perform two Find operations and
possibly a Union operation. T he tim e taken for a single Union or a single Find is
O (logn), However, th e am ortized tim e for a sequence of 0 ( n ) Union and Finds is
0 ( n a (n )) (details in Section 1.2.1).
It thus takes 0 ( ( n — l)o:(n)) to add the new incoming edges to the existing
spanning forest using the Union and Find algorithm. Hence, th e tim e taken at
th e second step is 0 ( n a (n )), the same process continues for all th e remaining
logp — 1 steps.
Hence, the sum m ation of all the timings is the to tal com putation tim e
taken by th e parallel algorithm , which is 0 ( n + n a ( n ) logp + ^ ) .
We have th e following results from the above,
to = (n + m )
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tv = (n a (n ) logp + ^ )
q

— in. —

p (n + m )

tp

( p it. «(■«.) I o k / i + t o )

V

T he speedup of our algorithm varies depending on th e character of th e in
put graphs. We have two conditions under which we can study th e above speedup
relation w ith respect to th e num ber of vertices n and the number of edges m in
th e given graph. W hen m — n (for sparse graphs), we have the speedup to be
S = ------- ^ -------V

(p n tx{n) lu g p^r’i i)

=
<
—

_

_____

(p 1*(m ) logJJ+l)

2^___
(l> loRp+1)
2

From th e above relation we notice th a t the speedup decreases for proces
sors greater th an 2. Thus, as we increase the number of processors for, small size
problems, we notice th a t th e efficiency of our algorithm goes down. This phenom
ena is called the process starvation [10]. Hence, we need to increase th e problem
size in order to m aintain efficiency of our algorithm as we increase the num ber of
processors.
W hen m »

n (for dense graphs), we have the speedup to be

Sv = (y n c,(i)m|og;,+m) (Since n is negligent when com pared to m )
_
£______
, P n a(n ) Ion p « .
'
m
^ '
We notice from th e above relation th a t for m »
p, the denom inator
becomes one and hence the speedup increases proportional to the num ber of pro
cessors. Thus we notice in our algorithm, the speedup is directly dependent on
the num ber of edges m in th e given graph. The speedup increases significantly
for problems w ith very large number of edges in comparison with the num ber of
vertices and the num ber of processors. Similarly, the speedup increases by fixing
th e number of processors and increasing the number of edges. We can see similar
results from Section 3.3.
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Now, let us consider the communication time in our algorithm . Initially,
we assume th a t th e edges are equally distributed to all the processors in the
hypercube. After Step

1

of our algorithm , half the hypercube processors send

n — 1 edges to their buddy processors in parallel. If tc is the tim e taken to send one
edge from one processor to another processor, it would take 0 ( n r c) tim e to send
all the n — 1 edges. Since it takes logp steps to compute the spanning forest, the
to tal tim e spent for com munication would be n r c log p. If rv is the com putation
tim e for a basic operation in a hypercube processor, then the to tal com putation
and com munication tim e of our algorithm is 0 ( n rp a ( n ) logp + Tj, ^ + n tc logp).
Hence, th e speedup is,
n
V

_________________p ( n + m ) _________________
(p n r p a (//.) lu & p-\-viTp +}> n t c lo g p )

In practice, we always send a set of edges (in the form of packets) from one
processor to another in a single communication tim e unit. However, th e maximum
num ber of edges which could be send at a single time depends on the input and
outp u t buffer size a t each processor. If bs is the buffer size, then th e time taken
to send n edges is O
valus of bs as

1

For the purpose of clarity and simplicity, we chose the

in the above calculations.

3.3

Experim ental Results

We im plem ented our algorithm and WS algorithm on an nCUBE-2 parallel
com puter with 128 processor. We experimentally com puted the speedup for these
two algorithm s for different size of graphs. The results are summarized in Tables 1,
3, 2 and 4. While, comparing both these results, our results are very encouraging
and show a b etter speedup.
In order to test these two algorithms, we generated random graphs by
varying th e edges and vertices. Both the algorithms were tested for th e same set
of input d a ta and under similar conditions by fixing the value of b„ = 700. For the
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Table 1
SF: Sp W ith V =250 Using O ur Algorithm
Edges

number o f processors (P)

e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

10

0.39

0.39

0.39

0.38

0.38

0.37

0.37

100

0.76

0.85

0 .8 6

0.82

0.72

0.63

0.63

500

1.41

2 .0 2

2.53

2.71

2.56

2 .2 0

1 .6 8

1000

1.63

2.65

3.71

4.44

4.52

3.96

3.16

3000

1.84

3.28

5.50

8.04

9.87

9.75

8.56

10000

1.95

3.75

6.87

11.47

17.24

21.46

21.85

19879

1.97

3.86

7.37

13.13

20.45

26.84

29.40

Table 2
SF: S p W ith V =250 Using WS Algorithm
number of processors (p)

Edges
e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

10

0.14

0.06

0.03

0 .0 1

0 .0 1

0 .0 1

0 .0 0

100

0.41

0.29

0.17

0.09

0.04

0 .0 1

0 .0 1

500

0.70

0.49

0.37

0.26

0.16

0.09

0.05

1000

0.85

0.81

0.59

0.45

0.31

0.19

0 .1 1

3000

1.28

1.35

1 .2 0

1 .1 0

0.90

0.55

0.32

10000

1.71

2.49

2.72

2.70

2.34

1.64

1.15

19879

2 .2 2

3.59

4.95

5.19

4.79

3.74

2.50
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Table 3
SF: S v W ith V =700 Using O ur Algorithm
Edges

number o f processors(p)

e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

100

0.52

0.55

0.55

0.54

0.51

0.48

0.48

990

1.30

1.77

2.14

2.35

2.35

2.18

1.83

4950

1.76

3.07

5.00

7.01

8.44

8.69

7.79

14844

1.19

3.62

6.46

10.87

16.28

20.07

20.42

39596

1.96

3.84

7.33

13.34

22.36

34.07

41.55

98984

1.99

3.94

7.71

14.84

27.03

44.43

64.45

198926

1.99

3.97

7.85

15.36

29.38

51.95

77.22

242180

1.99

3.97

7.89

15.49

29.74

54.00

83.36

Table 4
SF: Sp W ith V =700 Using WS Algorithm
Edges

number o f processors (p)

e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

100

0.50

0.29

0.17

0.08

0.09

0.04

0 .0 1

990

0 .6 6

0.58

0.54

0.49

0.42

0.31

0.23

4950

1.51

1.77

1.43

1.33

1.24

1.07

0.79

14844

1 .6 8

2.38

2.75

3.69

3.21

2.71

2 .2 1

39596

1.89

3.23

4.40

5.09

5.95

5.12

4.44

98984

2.18

4.27

4.27

6.84

9.15

10.28

11.50

198926

2.49

5.58

10.82

15.85

19.12

20.07

19.82

242180

2.58

6 .1 2

12.40

19.25

23.82

26.07

25.29
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com parison sake and for simplicity we consider only the com putational timings
to com pute th e speedup for both the algorithms. Observe th a t communication
tim e is sam e in both the algorithm s. Ju st to give a flavor of our results we have
presented th e results for 250 and 700 vertices even though both the algorithm s
were tested for various graphs. The resulting speedup for other graphs are shown
in Figure 9 to Figure 18.
Before going into th e detail of comparing both these algorithm , le t us first
look a t some anomalies about the parallel computing using the give table. W hen
we observe th e speedup using 500 edges and 250 vertices in Table 1, we notice
th a t the speedup increases form 1.41 (2 processors) to 2.71 (16 processors) and
later startin g to decline. This is due to processor starvation. While, the speedup
gradually increases from 1.97 (2 processors) to 29.40 (128 processors) in th e case
of 19879 edges from the same table. Hence, from these results it is very clear th a t,
we have to increase the problem size as we increase th e num ber of processors [1 0 ],
in order to fully utilize th e processing power of 128 processors. We also notice
the sim ilar results by looking a t the speedup d ata for smaller size problems, in
fact we do not have any speed up for 10 and 100 edges in Table 1. Hence, it can
also be stated th a t the efficiency of the algorithm is poor for graphs with larger
num ber of vertices and less num ber of edges.
We notice from the given tables, th a t both th e algorithm s were tested for
sparse to dense graphs for different vertices. In general, our algorithm shows b etter
speedup for sparse graphs while compared with WS algorithm . If we compare
Table 1 and Table 2, we notice th a t their algorithm does not give any speedup till
it reaches

10000

edges, while our algorithm starts to give a reasonable am ount of

speedup for sparse graphs startin g from 500 edges and 250 vertices.
W hen we look at Table 3 and Table 4, we notice our algorithm consistently
gives a good speedup from 990 edges. It starts with a speed up of 1.30 using 2
processors and consistently increases to 2.35 using 32 processors and starts to fall
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down again for 64 and 128 processor. This is again due to processor starvation.
If we look at Table 4, we notice processor starvation until 39596 edges after th a t
stage, we notice their algorithm giving a much better speedup for less number of
processors (less th an 16 processors). This is mainly due to the reason th a t WS
algorithm was designed for dense graphs. Thus we see th a t WS algorithm works
satisfactorily for dense graphs while ours work good for both the sparse and dense
graphs. In general we notice an im portant fact from all these tables th a t both
algorithm work b etter for large size problem, as we increase th e number of edges
we reduce processor starvation, which im mediately improves the speedup.
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C H A PTER IV
MINIMUM COST SPANNING FO REST
Let G = (V, E ) be an undirected weighted graph w ith costs on th e edges.
T he problem of constructing a spanning forest SF with th e least possible to tal
cost is viewed as th e m inim um cost spanning forest problem, we refer to this
problem as M CSFP and th e spanning forest generated as MCSF. The to tal cost
of th e spanning forest is th e sum of the cost of its edges.

This problem has

various practical applications, such as in VLSI for routing problems, in networks
for efficient broadcasting, in connecting different cities by high ways w ith the
m inimum distance and in m any other problems [16, 23, 25, 31],
T here exist several sequential algorithms to solve M CSFP in 0 ( ( m +
n ) logn ) tim e w ith a space requirement of 0 ( n + m ), where m and n are the
num ber of edges and vertices in the given graph, respectively. For problems with
sufficiently large value of m, we can find the solutions in 0 ( m logn) time. Some
of th e stan d ard m ethods to solve this problem using sequential models of compu
ta tio n are K ruskal’s m ethod [16], P rim ’s method [24], D ijkstra’s m ethod [9] and
Sollin’s m ethod [31].
Let us go over one of the sequential algorithm namely the K ruskal’s al
gorithm before we present th e parallel algorithms. An outline of the K ruskal’s
algorithm using Union and Find is given in Figure 19. K ruskal’s algorithm as
sumes an adjacency list representation of G as input.

In the figure, N E is a

counter in th e algorithm which keeps track of the number of edges added to the
minimum cost spanning forest. Initially th e edges (u, v) G E are sorted in ascend
ing order and placed in th e priority queue Q and each vertex is initialized to be
in its own set.

46
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A t each stage of th e while loop, the least cost edge (u , v) is removed from Q.
T he next step is to find the set names su and s„ where u and v belong respectively.
T he edge (u , v ) is added to th e spanning forest if Su is different from Sv and the
corresponding sets s.„ and s v are merged. If both the vertices are in the same set,
then it implies th a t adding edge (u, v) creates a cycle in th e spanning forest. Thus,
the edge is discarded. The while loop continues until all th e edges in Q are used
or until we get the complete minimum cost spanning tree. Kruskal’s algorithm
yields a minimum cost spanning tree if their exists a defined path between all the
vertices in G otherwise it yields a minimum cost spanning forest.
Parallel solutions for finding a minimum cost spanning forest has been
extensively studied [2, 4, 14, 18, 19, 22, 23, 34]. An O(log 2 n) tim e algorithm on
an n x n mesh of trees based parallel com puter has been presented by Leighton
[19], where n is the num ber of vertices in the given graph G. Leighton’s algorithm
is very similar to th e well known sequential algorithm to com pute minimum cost
spanning forest using Sollin’s technique [31]. Initially the algorithm assumes every
vertex to be a supervertex. In general a supervertex S V = { u i,u 2, ■• • , «*,} such
th a t Ui € V and zt,- and u.j is connected by a path in G for i ^ j . A supervertex
S V is identified by a leader, which is, in general, either th e lowest or the highest
num bered vertex belonging to the set S V .
T he basic idea of th e Leighton’s algorithm is to collect supervertex and
merge them using th e minimum cost edges between them , which creates larger
supervertex. This is called th e coalescing operation. During this operation, there
may be long chains of vertices in each supervertex, which may com pete with one
another and create cycle in MCSF. This could be avoided by pointing each vertex
to its leader and the leader pointing to itself in each supervertex. Thus, two vertex
w ith th e same leader will not be merged as one supervertex. The long chain of
vertices in each supervertex is condensed to point to its leader so th a t its leader
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A lg o r ith m M inim um _Cost-Spanning-Forest
I n p u t: Au undirected weighted graph G = (V, E )
O u tp u t: Minimum Cost Spanning Forest M C S F
C onstruct a priority queue Q containing all
edges in E such th at they are in non-decreasing
order of their costs;
Let Si = {d;}, for 1 < i < n\
N E <— 0; (* Initializing num ber o f edges in M CSF to 0 *)
w h ile (Q

empty) a n d ( N E < n -

1)

do

Choose edge (u, v) in Q with the lowest cost;
Delete edge (u, v) from Q\
sv <— F in d (u );
(* su is the set nam e o f the set S u containing u *)
sv

F in d (v)\

(* sv is the set nam e o f the set S v containing v *)
if s„ 7 ^ s„ th e n
U n io n (S u, 5„);
add edge (u , v) to th e spanning forest MCSF;
N E <— N E + 1;
en d if;
e n d w h ile ;
e n d M inim um _Cost-SpanningJForest;

Figure 19. K ruskal’s Minimum Cost Spanning Forest Algorithm.
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could be found in one step. The coalescing operation continues until there is no
change in any supervertex.
In the next section, we will present our algorithm, which is essentially a parallelization to K ruskal’s minimum cost spanning forest algorithm. O ur algorithm
uses p hypercube processors and takes logp steps to com puter the minimum cost
spanning forest. The speedups produced by our algorithm are very encouraging.
An, im portant extension of this algorithm could be in th e area of shortest path
problems. Several parallel algorithms have been presented to find shortest path
in a weighted directed graph G [7, 26]. M ost of them use m atrix multiplication
and use ra3 processors to find an efficient solution. For example, in order to find a
solution for a graph having 75 vertices, we will need at least 421875 processors to
get an efficient solution, which is not very practical. Since our algorithm uses p
processors, for any p independent of n, one of our future work would be to adapt
this algorithm to the shortest path problems.

4.1

An Algorithm for M CSFP

In this section, we present a parallel algorithm to solve MCSFP. O ur algo
rithm is a parallel version of K ruskal’s algorithm. We essentially use the algorithm
shown in Figure 19 and we show how this algorithm is implemented on a hyper
cube parallel com puter with p processors.
An outline of our algorithm is shown in Figure 20. During the preprocessing
step of our algorithm , we sort the edges (u,-, V{) 6 E , in ascending order by their
associated costs c.’s once. Then the edge list {(«,-, Vi,c,-) | (u-^Vi) e E & c; =
cost(ui} ^ ) } is equally partitioned over all the processors as used in Step 1 of our
algorithm . Thus each processor receives O ( j ) edges and hence the space required
at each processor is O ( ^ ) .
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A lg o r ith m Parallel-M inimum _Cost-Spanning-Forest
I n p u t: G raph G = (V, E )
O u t p u t : Minimum Cost Spanning forest M C S F
Step 1: H ypercube processor P E j receives a list of
edges E j = {('(,, v , , c , ) \

€ E]

( * E j C E\ | E j | = r ^ i * )

T he edges in E j are sorted according to th e cost c,’s
Step 2: Processor P E j com putes a local minimum cost
spanning forest based on the inform ation in its
list E j using K ruskal’s algorithm of Figure 19..
fo r i *— 1 t o logp do
Step 3:

(* use hypercube collapsing technique
to send or receive edges *)
(a) if the itU bit of P E j is 0 th e n
receive edges from its buddy in the i tk dimension;
(b) if the ilh bit of P E j is 1 th e n
send edges to its buddy in the ith dimension;

Step 4:

if the itk bit of P E j is 0 th e n merge the
local minimum spanning forest using
the Union an d Find technique with the new edges
received from other hypercube processor.

Step 5:

if P E j — P E q and number of edges in the
local minimum cost spanning forest = n — 1
th e n stop;
e n d fo r

e n d ParalleLM inim um -Cost.Spanning.Forest

Figure 20. Parallel Minimum Cost Spanning Forest Algorithm.
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W hen we distribute th e list of edges to each processor, we make sure th a t
the fist list w ith the sm allest [ ^ ] edge costs goes to processor

0

and th e next

list goes to processor 1 and so on for all the processors in th e hypercube. Hence,
processor num ber p — 1 will have th e list of edges with the highest

costs. The

m ain reason for doing this is due to the fact th at we will be receiving the complete
M CSF in processor 0. This will make sure th a t the resulting MCSF will have th e
least to tal cost.
In Step 2 of th e algorithm , each processor com putes a local minimum cost
spanning forest using K ruskal’s algorithm assuming th a t th e graph has only those
edges in its edges list. The edges in the newly formed minimum cost spanning
forest are sent from one half of the hypercube processors to the other half of
the hypercube processor using hypercube collapsing technique. Note here th a t
if processor p* sends edges to processor p.j of the hypercube during hypercube
collapsing, it is always m ade sure th a t i > j . Thus, the edge cost of the local
minimum cost spanning forest in processor pj will be lesser th an the costs of the
incoming edges.
Once we have the local minimum cost spanning forest in each processor,
we merge these spanning forest in logp steps to form M CSF in processor 0 of the
hypercube. We use Union and Find with path compression to merge th e incoming
edges w ith the existing local spanning forest a t each processor. The details of the
Union and Find algorithm were shown in Figure

8

and th e steps were explained

in Section 3.1.

4.2

Theoretical Analysis

The speedup Sp which measures the quality of a p processor algorithm is
th e ratio of the tim e taken by a fastest sequential algorithm to to th e tim e taken
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by parallel algorithm tv using p processors. In the case of a standard sequen
tial algorithm , the com putational tim e will be the to tal com putation tim e spent
by the algorithm unlike a parallel algorithm where th e to tal tim e is the sum of
com munication tim e between processors and the max com putation tim e at any
processor. T he best known sequential time t u for a uniprocessor algorithm to solve
M CSF with m edges is 0 ( ( m + n )lo g n ).
We present th e to tal tim e taken by our parallel algorithm a t the end of
this section. Each processor in the hypercube, assumes th a t the list of edges it
receives are sorted in ascending order by its edge costs. Hence, our algorithm has
to perform preprocessing in order to sort these edges before they are distributed
to all the hypercube processors. It takes O (m lo g n ) to sort m edges in G during
the preprocessing step.
D uring Step 2 of our algorithm , each hypercube processor receives [ ^ ]
sorted edges. Since, Union and Find technique is used to find the local minimum
cost spanning forest for

edges, it takes 0 ( j a ( j ) ) tim e (details of this result is

explained in Section 3.2) for Step 2. The local minimum cost spanning forest does
not have more th an n —1 edges, which are sent to other hypercube processor using
hypercube collapsing technique. In Step 4, we merge the local minimum cost span
ning forest using Union and Find with path compression w ith the incoming n — 1
edges, which takes 0 { n a (n )) time. This process is repeated logp times. Hence,
we have th e to tal com putation tim e to be 0 ( m logn + —■a ( j ) + n a {n ) logp).
From the above discussion we have the following,
t 0 = (m -I- n) log n)
tv = (m lo g n + j a ( j ) + n a (n ) logp)
g

_

V

_

tp

___________ ( ( r n + n ) p Io r u )___________
(m

]> logn + m

11

a (it) logy)

Usually, finding M CSF is part of a biggerproblem

and hence we may

disregard th e preprocessing tim e for the com putation ofspeedup. Hence,
speedup w ithout preprocessing is,
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q — <a.
JV ~

—

tp -

((m +7t) y lu« 7i)
(m « ( “ •)+ ? U a (n ) logy)

Let us asym ptotically analize the behavior of the speedup relationship by
varing th e num ber for edges m and the number of vertices n. W hen n = m we
have th e speedup relation as
q ^ _______(27a y logm )_______
(m « ( ^ ) + y vi a(rn) logy)
(2 p log 771)
(“(7 )+? «("*) ■“KP)
^ (2 y log 771)
— y logy
_ ( 2 log 771)
logy
~
_

Thus from th e above relation, we notice th a t the speedup decreases by
fixing th e num ber of vertices and increasing the number of processors. However,
we notice th a t when m >> p, we still get good speedup. Hence, irrespective of
w hether th e graph is sparse or dense, the speedup increases significantly for large
num ber of edges.
W hen m »

n, we have the speedup to be

Sp ~
)+yV«(»0 logy) (Sillce m is siguificantly large compared to n)
_ _______(y)_______
‘°BP)
=
,, n ‘i'd,) i.,,p Since function a ( ™) is very small (from Section 1.2.1)
1
7n
^
^
We notice from th e above relation th a t, for m >> p the speedup increases
as we increase th e number of processors. We also notice th a t th e speedup increases
by fixing the num ber of processors and increasing the number of edges. In general
the algorithm directly depends

011

the number of edges m in the given graph. We

notice, similar behavior in our algorithm by observing the tables presented in the
experim ental section.
In order to effectively com pute the to tal tim e of the parallel algorithm , we
have to consider the com munication time along with the com putation time. We
assume th a t th e edges are already available in each processor after preprocessing
step. A fter we find the minimum cost spanning forest in Step 2, we have a t most
n — 1 edges in each processor. If tc is the communication tim e to send one edge,
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it would take 0 ( n r c) to send all n — 1 edges. In general a “chunk” of edges are
com m unicated at a tim e from one processor to another. T he number of edges th a t
can be com municated in one time unit depends

011

the input and output buffer

sizes at each processor. If th e buffer size is bs then the tim e taken to send n edges
is 0 (-jj^ ) . For the sake of simplicity, we assume the buffer size ba = 1.
We notice from our algorithm th a t the minimum cost spanning forest is
formed during logp hypercube collapsing steps, the to tal tim e spend in commu
nication is thus be 0 ( n

tc

logp). Similarly if

tv

is the com putation tim e of a

single basic operation in a hypercube processor, then the to tal tim e taken by our
algorithm is 0 ( j

tv

a ( ^ ) + n t v a (n ) logp + n rc logp).

Hence, the speedup is,
c

______________ ((w+T>)

p

luKTt)_____________

P ~ (m Tp t t ( y ) + p UTp a{n) logji+n p

4.3

tc

logy)

Experim ental Results

We im plem ented our algorithm on an

11CUBE

II parallel com puter with

128 processor. The results of our algorithm is summarized in Table 5 and

6.

O ur results show good speedup which encourages us to use similar idea to solve
shortest path problems.
We generated random inputs ranging from sparse to dense graphs by vary
ing th e edges. Speedup are calculated based on the com putation time. We chose
th e value of b„ to be 700 after several experiments. Thus we could send 700 edges
from one processor to another in

tc

time unit (discussed in th e earlier section). We

chose ba — 700 due to the lim ited size of the input buffer at the lower numbered
processors of our hypercube computer. Varying the value of ba will not affect the
com putation tim e, but it will affect the communication tim e and hence th e to tal
tim e taken by the parallel algorithm. Speedup tables for graphs w ith 250 and 700
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Table 5
MCSF: Sp W ith V =250
number o f processors tp)

Edges
e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

10

0.83

0.74

0.67

0.60

0.54

0.50

0.46

100

0.95

0.93

0.92

0.90

0.88

0.87

0.86

500

1.07

1.06

1.05

1.04

1.04

1.03

1.02

1000

1.23

1.29

1.28

1.27

1.26

1.25

1.25

3000

1.59

2.08

2.27

2.29

2.28

2.27

2.26

10000

1.86

3.11

4.45

5.29

5.55

5.52

5.51

19879

1.93

3.51

5.77

8.05

9.47

9.86

9.82

Table 6
MCSF: S v W ith V =700
number o f processors fv)

Edges
e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

100

0.96

0.94

0.92

0.90

0.88

0.87

0.86

990

0.98

0.99

0.98

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.97

4950

1.42

1.62

1.60

1.61

1.61

1.60

1.60

14844

1.73

2.58

3.17

3.32

3.28

3.30

3.29

39596

1.89

3.30

5.04

6.45

7.04

6.98

7.01

98984

1.95

3.69

6.48

10.06

13.26

14.92

15.09

198926

1.98

3.85

7.19

12.45

18.96

24.59

27.42

242180

1.98

3.88

7.34

13.02

20.61

27.93

32.34
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vertices are shown in Table 5 and 6 and th e speedup for other size graphs are
shown in Figure 21 to Figure 25.
In Table 5 we see th a t the behavior of our algorithm is very close to the
sequential algorithm for sparse graphs, by looking at edges 10 to 1000. The reason
for this behavior is due to process starvation [10]. On the other hand, the speedup
increases towards a greater extent from 3000 edges and reaches a maximum of 9.82
for 19879 edges using 128 processor.
We see similar behavior in our algorithm from Table 6 for small size prob
lem as described earlier. However, we get a good improvedment in th e speedup for
edges greater th an 4950 in Table 6. If we closely observer th e speedup from both
th e tables, we notice one common fact. The algorithm really does not depend
on the num ber of vertices, it only depends on the number of edges in th e given
graph. O ur algorithm gives good speedup in general and for large problem size in
particular w ith respect the number of edges m in G.
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CH A PTER V
CO NN ECTED COM PONENTS
An undirected graph G = (V, E ) is said to be connected if for every pair v,and vj of its vertices there is a p ath from

to vj. A connected component CC of

a graph G is a subgraph G' of G th a t is connected. Thus, the problem of finding
th e connected components in the given graph G is to label all th e vertices in the
connected subgraph G', w ith some unique label. We refer to this problem as CCP.
Connected component problem CCP has wide applications in fields such as graph
theory, p atter recognition etc. There are several sequential algorithm s [1] and
parallel algorithm s [5, 10, 14, 20, 22, 30, 32] exist to find solutions to CCP based
on breadth first search, transitive closure, vertex collapse, m atrix m ultiplication
etc.
Let us go over a sequential algorithm to solve CCP using depth first search.
This algorithm is very sim ilar to the algorithm shown in Figure 6. Since, we are
using depth first search technique to solve this problem, we will refer to this
algorithm as DFS connected component algorithm.

A formal version of DFS

connected component algorithm is shown in Figure 26.
T he basic idea of th e DFS connected component algorithm is to give a
unique label to a set of vertices which belong to the same component in the given
graph G. We s ta rt the algorithm by marking all the vertices to “new” and set the
label counter to 0. We next pick a vertex v,- which is initially labeled “new” and
execute the procedure DFSCC. The param eter for this procedure is the unmarked
vertex and th e label number.
We sta rt the procedure DFSCC by marking the new vertex i>,• to th e given
label and pick an adjacent vertex u of v which is originally marked “new” and call

60
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P r o c e d u r e D F S C C (v , I)
(* v a startin g vertex and a label I *)
I n p u t: G raph G = (V, E )
O u tp u t: Connected Components
m ark v with label I
fo r each vertex u adjacent to v d o
if u is marked “new” th e n DFSCC(u,Z) e n d if
e n d fo r
end D F SC C
A lg o r ith m DFS_Conuected_Compouent
I n p u t: Graph G = (V, E )
O u tp u t: Connected Components C C {V )
m ark v,- ♦—“new” , for 1 < i < n;
label <— 0;
fo r i <— 1 to n d o
if Vi is marked “new” th e n
label <— label + 1;
DFSCC(z'i, label)
e n d if
e n d fo r
e n d DFS-Connected_Component

Figure 26. DFS Connected Component Algorithm.
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th e procedure DFSCC recursively w ith the same label. This process is continued
until all th e vertex belonging to th a t component has been labeled with the same
label. Once th e first connected component has been found, procedure DFSCC
returns to th e main algorithm and starts w ith a new vertex which is still marked
“new.” The algorithm continues until there are no vertices marked “new.” DFS
connected com ponent algorithm takes 0 ( n + m ) time w ith a space complexity of
0 ( n + m ) if we represent G using an adjacency list.
Parallel solutions to this problem have been developed using similar ideas
as described in C hapter III and C hapter IV All the algorithm s described in th e
earlier chapter could be very easily adapted to solve CCP w ithout any change in
the tim e complexity. Leighton [19] has presented an 0 (lo g 2 n) time algorithm on
a n n x n mesh of trees. This algorithm is a modified version of his minimum cost
spanning forest algorithm . Leighton’s algorithm assumes equal weight for existing
edges and infinite weight for nonexisting edges. Initially th e algorithm assumes
each vertex to be a connected component and addressed as a supervertex. As
discussed earlier, each supervertex has a unique label.
Leighton’s algorithm starts to collect supervertices and merges them into
large supervertices if it finds an edge connecting two supervertices. This operation
is known as th e coalescing operation. The coalescing operation is continued until
there is no change in th e supervertex. Since, each supervertex has a unique label,
all the vertices in th a t supervertex are recognized using its supervertex label.
Woo and Sahni have developed a p processor algorithm to solve CCP.
This algorithm is referred as th e WS algorithm. Their algorithm is very clearly
described in C hapter III and in Section 3.1, We found their algorithm to be the
fastest existing parallel algorithm which uses only p processors. Their algorithm
works well for dense graphs in general, we modified their algorithm so th a t it gives
good speedup for any graph ranging from sparse to dense. In th e next section
we will be directly presenting our algorithm since WS algorithm was described in
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Section 3.1. T he performance of both these algorithms are tested and summarized
in the experim ental results section.

5.1

An Algorithm for CCP

O ur m ain objective in this algorithm is to efficiently compute the connected
com ponents in a given graph w ith the best possible speedup. This algorithm is
very sim ilar to the one described in Section 3.1, thus we can see the performance
of both these algorithm s to be very close if we compare experim ental results.
As used in earlier chapters we use two m ethods namely the breadth first
search technique and Union and Find technique to com pute the connected com
ponents for a given graph G. O ur algorithm is formally presented in Figure 27.
Initially each hypercube processor receives at most [ j ] edges and starts building
a spanning forest using DFS spanning forest algorithm based on the inform ation
in its local memory.
In Step 3 of the main algorithm , we send the list of edges in the spanning
forest from one half of the hypercube processors to other half using hypercube
collapsing technique.

Each hypercube processor which has received the list of

edges, starts to merge the new edges with its spanning forest using Union and Find
w ith p ath compression technique. The details of the Union and Find algorithm
is shown in Figure 8 and explained in Section 3.1. After logp steps, we have the
final spanning forest at processor 0 of the hypercube.
However, we are interested in finding the connected components rather
th a t finding the spanning forest. If we notice the Union and Find algorithm from
Figure 8, we merge all vertices which belong to the same component to one set.
Hence, at the end of the algorithm , the number of com ponents found will be
equal to the num ber of nonem pty sets and each vertex will be identified by the
set num ber which would be its label and component number.
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A lg o r ith m ParalleLConnected-Component
I n p u t: G raph G = (V, E )
O u tp u t: Connected Components: a label for every vertex
Step 1: Iiypercube processor P E j receives a list of
edges E j = {(«,-,»,) | hi,,'-',) S E }\
(* E j C E-, | E j |= T fl *)
Step 2: Processor P E j computes a local
spanning forest based on the inform ation in its
list E j using DFS spanning forest algorithm ,
fo r i <— 1 to logp d o
Step 3:

(* use hypercube collapsing technique
to send or receive edges *)
(a) if the ith bit of P E j is 0 th e n
receive edges from its buddy in th e i t>l dimension;
(b) if the ith bit of P E j is 1 th e n
send edges to its buddy in the ith dimension;

Step 4:

if th e ith bit of P E j is 0 th e n merge the
local spanning forest using the Union and Find
technique w ith the new edges received from
other hypercube processor,
e n d fo r

e n d ParalleLConnected-Component
(* Connected C om ponent is obtained
at processor 0 o f the hypercube *)

Figure 27. Parallel Connected Components Algorithm.
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5.2

Theoretical Analysis

We notice from the above algorithm th a t it is very sim ilar to our algorithm
discussed in Section 3.1 w ith little modification to com pute connected compo
nents. Hence, th e tim e complexity for this algorithm is same as th e one given in
Section 3.2.
Thus we have the following from Section 3.2
to = (n + m )
tv = (n a (n ) log p + f )
Q

P

—

h. —

If

pju+m)

(v n u(n) logji+m)

where t 0 is the tim e taken by an uniprocessor algorithm to solve CCP, tp is
th e tim e taken by a p processor algorithm w ithout including the communication
tim e and Sv is the speedup.
T he speedup of our connected component algorithm behaves very similar
to the spanning forest algorithm described in C hapter III. In Section 3.2, we have
asym ptotically analyzed th e behavior of the speedup by varying the number of
edges m and th e number of vertices n. In general, for sparse graphs (n = m ), the
speedup does not increase significantly as we increase the number of processors.
However, we have a good speedup for larger size problems when m »

n. We

observe from the discussion in Section 3.2 th at the speedup increases for m »

p

and when th e number of edges are increased for fixed set of processors.
If we consider the communication tim e in addition to the com putation
tim e, we have the to tal tim e tp from Section 3.2 as following,
tv - 0 ( n Tp a{n) logp + rp ^ + n r c. logp).
Tp is the com putation tim e for a basic operation in a hypercube processor
and

tc

is the time taken to send one edge from one processor to another processor.

Notice th a t in a hypercube processor, we can send a list of edges in one commu
nication tim e unit r c depending on the local memory size of the input and output
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buffers at each processor. If bs is the buffer size then th e tim e taken to send m
edges is 0 ( - j^ -). We may assume, for simplicity, the buffer size ba = 1 when we
calculate th e com munication time for our algorithm. Hence, th e resulting speedup
including th e com munication time is
g _ __________ p(n+vi)__________
V
(p n Tp a(n) logp+mTp+p n Tclogy)
5.3

Experimental Results

We im plem ented WS algorithm and our algorithm on nCUBE II (w ith 128
processors) and executed th e algorithm for different size graphs by varying the
vertices and edges. The results are summarized in Tables 7, 9, 8 and 10 and
th e speedup for other size graphs are shown in Figure 28 to Figure 37.
If we closely com pare th e tables presented in this section w ith the tables
given in Section 3.3, we notice th a t the resulting speedup are very close and hence
resulting in a similar behavior. This is mainly because, the structure of both th e
algorithm s is ju st the same w ith a little modification in the connected component
algorithm to give th e label numbers for each vertex. Thus, th e discussion presented
in Section 3.3 equally holds for our connected component algorithm as well.
The algorithm were tested for various graphs for size ranging from 250 to
700 vertices with a value for bs = 700. In general, our algorithm gives a good
speedup for graphs varying from sparse to dense while their algorithm gives good
speedup for dense graphs. T he maximum speedup using our algorithm for 700
vertex is 86.39 while WS algorithm gives 25.32.
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Table 7
CC: Sp W itli V =250 Usiug O ur Algorithm
Edges

number o f processors (?)

e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

10

0.41

0.40

0.40

0.38

0.37

0.37

0.37

100

0.79

0.87

0.86

0.83

0.74

0.65

0.63

500

1.45

2.04

2.59

2.75

2.58

2.23

1.70

1000

1.65

2.70

3.73

4.45

4.56

3.99

3.17

3000

1.86

3.32

5.52

8.52

9.90

9.85

8.59

10000

1.97

3.80

6.89

11.57

17.32

21.50

21.89

19879

1.99

3.89

7.47

13.22

20.52

26.92

29.45

Table 8
CC: Sy W ith V =250 Using WS Algorithm
Edges

number o f processors (p)

e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

10

0.16

0.07

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

100

0.43

0.32

0.19

0.11

0.08

0.03

0.02

500

0.72

0.53

0.40

0.29

0.29

0.11

0.07

1000

0.89

0.85

0.62

0.52

0.33

0.22

0.13

3000

1.32

1.37

1.22

1.12

0.94

0.57

0.37

10000

1.75

2.55

2.75

2.71

2.42

1.66

1.25

19879

2.32

3.65

4.99

5.22

4.82

3.78

2.55
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Table 9
CC: S y W ith V =700 Using O ur Algorithm
number o f processors fp)

Edges
e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

100

0.53

0.56

0.55

0.54

0.52

0.49

0.48

990

1.32

1.79

2.16

2.37

2.36

2.20

1.87

4950

1.79

3.11

5.07

7.09

8.46

8.71

7.82

14844

1.21

3.64

6.49

10.89

16.29

20.12

20.44

39596

1.99

3.87

7.36

13.36

22.38

34.12

41.58

98984

2.01

3.96

7.73

14.88

27.11

44.45

64.46

198926

2.01

3.99

7.87

15.38

29.42

51.98

77.25

242180

2.03

4.01

7.92

15.52

29.78

54.02

83.39

Table 10
CC: Sp W ith V =700 Using WS Algorithm
number o f processors (p)

Edges
e

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

100

0.53

0.32

0.19

0.11

0.09

0.05

0.03

990

0.69

0.59

0.59

0.52

0.45

0.37

0.29

4950

1.57

1.79

1.49

1.37

1.28

1.11

0.82

14844

1.73

2.42

2.79

3.72

3.25

2.75

2.25

39596

1.92

3.25

4.42

5.13

5.99

5.15

4.48

98984

2.21

4.30

4.33

6.88

9.18

10.33

11.55

198926

2.52

5.62

10.84

15.88

19.15

20.13

19.85

242180

2.62

6.15

12.42

19.28

23.85

26.11

25.32
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C H A PTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FU TU RE RESEARCH
In this thesis, we have studied various graph problems such as spanning
forest problem, minimum cost spanning forest problem and connected compo
nents problem. We have seen th e conventional way of finding solutions to these
problem s by using various sequential algorithms. We have also presented differ
ent existing parallel algorithm s used to solve these problems. For each of these
problem s described above, we have presented our parallel algorithm s for the hy
percube parallel com puter using p processors. Our algorithm does not dem and
large num ber of processors. All of our algorithms are efficient in term s of space
requirem ent and speedup Sv. We have theoretically analyzed th e behavior of our
algorithm s and presented th e experimental results for each algorithm.
M any of the graph related problems such as transitive closure, shortest
p ath problem, bi-connected components, etc, can be solved using similar m eth
ods we have seen in this thesis. Since our solutions for the three graph problems
produce superior results in term of speedup, we could modify the existing algo
rithm for other graph problems as well. Furthermore, many efficient solutions for
the shortest path problems uses large number of processors, which are not very
practical. However, the solution we presented to solve minimum cost spanning
tree could be adapted to solve the shortest path problems. Hence, we can present
an efficient solution irrespective of the number of processors for the shortest path
problems.
O ur next research area would be to efficiently utilize the processing power.
If we carefully go over the hypercube collapsing technique, we notice th a t it takes
logp steps to reduce a p-processor hypercube to 0 dimension. In all our algorithm s,
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we spend logp such steps to obtain the final solution in node 0 of th e hypercube.
We also emphasize th e fact th a t once an hypercube node participates in sending
th e results to other hypercube node, it remains dorm ant until the final result is
obtained in node 0 of the hypercube. Thus, at each hypercube collapsing stage
we loose th e processing power of half the hypercube nodes. This would stim ulate
our research interest to find solutions to this problem so th a t we can efficiently
use th e released processors in th e rest of the com putation process.
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